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Abstract

Automaticassemblysequencingandvisualizationtools are valuable in determiningg the best assembly
sequences,but withoutHumanFactors and Figure Models(HFFMs)it is difficultto evaluateor visualiie
human interaction. In industry, acceleratingtechnologicaladvances and shorter market windowshave
forced companiesto turn to an agile manufacturingparadigm. This trend has promoted computerized
automation of product design and manufacturing processes, such as automated assembly planning.
However,all automatedassemblyplanningsoftwaretools assumethat the individualcomponentsfly into
their assembledconfigurationand generatewhat appear to be a perfkctlyvalid operations,but in reality
the operations cannot physically be carried out by a human. Similarly, human figure modeliig
algorithms may indicate that assembly operations are not f-ible and consequently force design
modifications;however, if they had the capability to quickly generate alternative assembly sequences,
they might have identifieda fmible solution. To solve this problem HFFMs must be integrated with
automatedassembly planningto allow engineersto verifj that assembly operations are possible and to
seewaysto makethe designsevenbetter.

Factories will very likelyput humans and robots together in cooperative environmentsto meet the
demandsfor customizedproducts, for purposes includingrobotic and automatedassembly.For robots to
work harmoniouslywithin an integrated environmentwith humans the robots must have cooperative
operationalskills. For example, in a human only enviromnen+humans may tolerate collisionswith one
another if they did not cause much pain. This level of tolerance may or may not apply to robot-human
environments. Humans expect that robots will be able to operate and navigate in their environments
without collisions or interference.The ability to accomplish this is linked to the sensing capabilities
available.Currentwork in the fieldof cooperativeautomationhas shownthe effectivenessof humans and
machinesdirectly interacting to pefiorm tasks. To continue to advance this area of robotics, efi%ctive
meansneed to be developedto allow mtural ways for people to communicateand cooperatewith robots
just as they do with oneanother.
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Preface

This manuscript serves as the technical report required by Sandia National Laboratories
Laboratory Directed Research and Development (LDRD) Program for the project entitled
“Ergonomics in Ltie Cycle Assembly Processes”. The LDRD Program financially supported the
entire project and this manuscript wmmarizes the technical achievements made throughout the
project’s two-year Mstory. The work conducted under the purview of the LDIU) focused
primady on automating analysis and planning techniques for human assisted assembly processes.
However, to facilitate solutions to adtilonal needs from within the Sensing and Intelligent
Controls Investment Are% additional goals were added during the second year of the LDRD. Of
particular interest was the need to more tightly couple the embling of human skills in cooperative
automation with automated assembly analysis. It was hoped that such a coupling would provide
improved intelligent controls for creating cooperative automated assistants for a human’s logistical
capabilities and safety in hazardous operating environments.

In alignment with the goals outlined in the re-direct of the LDRD, efforts were combmed with
equal amounts from three separate LDRDs (“Enabling Human Skills with Cooperative
Automation”, “Adaptive 3D Sensing”, and “Volumetric Video Motion Sensing for Unobtrusive
Human-Computer Interactions”). The major technological achievement under this project’s
purview was the development of vision algorithms to recognize (static) human gestures for use in
robot communication and cooperation.

In support of the project’s original objectives, Sandia’sAutomated Assembly Analysis System
Archimedes 3.0°, was used as the foundation for integrating algorithms that automatically
generate assembly and disassembly human assisted assembly processes. These results, combined
with the results produced under the purview of two other LDRDs projects, “Automatic Planning
for Life Cycle Assembly Processes” (a three-year LDRD (FY97 - FY99)) and “Analysis of Very
Lmge Assemblies”, (a two-year LDRD (FY98 - FY99)) constitute the fatures used to upgrade
Archimedes 3.0° to Achimedes 4.0.

Archimedes 3.0@was copyrighted in 1998. The copyright for Archimedes 4.0 is m progress.
The fimdamental planning concepts underlying Archimedes 3.0@is the marml%cturingplan
selection criteria (constraints) framework. A patent release for this framework combined with the
planning algorithms is expected to be issued early in the calendar year of 2000.

To better assist the reader of this manuscript Appendices which are devoted to the
manufacturing constraints fkunework and planning algorithms of Archimedes 3.0@have been
included. The depth of coverage in the appendices provides the necessary background for the
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first two chapters, which focus on assembly planning algorithms for human-assisted assembly
processes.
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Executive Summary

Incorporating human figure models into automated assembly sequence planners requires
addressing the following issues. ?h.itia.lly,a robust geometric and kinematic model of a human
must be realized for accurate intefierence checking and reachabii analysis. Secondly, models of
a human hand grasping tools need to be defined. Thirdly, human factors need to be incorporated
into the human model to evaluate ergonomic aspects of assembly operations. Fourthly,
geometic-reasoning algorithms need to be developed to either determine feasible remove-and-
replace operations for humans or suggest a design change. Lastly, an efficient human motion
planner must be developed to achieve collkion-free paths for the assembly operations.
Implementations of these capabfities and optimization of component designs and human motions
need to accurately reflect real-world situations, but at the same time introduce approximations to
make the computation tractable, (Le., polynomial time). A generaI fkarnework for realizing these
issues has been developed by integrating commercially available human figure modeling software
packages with Sandia’s Automated Assembly Analysis Systerq known as kchimedes 3.0@.
Chapter 1 outlines the framework for integrating the geometry-based assembly pkmning
algorithms of Archimedes 3.0@with two commercially avadable human figure modeling software
packages, Envision’s Deneb/ERGOm module and Jack@ by Transomm, Inc. What differentiates
this methodology from other approaches is the capability to automatically analyze complete
assembly and disassembly by representing and reasoning about human related geometric issues
and human fb.ctorsfor a variety of hand tools used in assembIy operations. What is Iacking in this
framework is the ab@ to quickly generate collision-bee motion paths and hand-grasps for the
human. Future work should be aimed at integrating automatic motion planning and automatic
grw ptig ZdgOrithLUSinto the framework.

Chapter 2 presents an integrated solution for combtig automated fixture design tools and
automated assembly planning. This initiative focused on integrating Sandia’sFixture Design
Software Package, HoldFastm, with Sandia’s Automated Assembly Analysis Software Package,
Archimedes 3.0@. The integration resulted in a two-phased approach. In the first phase,
HoldFastm was upgraded to use ACIS@3D objects. Speciilc task that were required for the
ACIS@upgrade included converting the HoldFastm geometry from 2-1/2-D to 3D and developing
interfhce capabfities between HoldFastm and ACIS@. HoldFastm previously used 2-1/2D
geomehy to interrogate an object’s geometry. Those fi.mctionswere rewritten m order to be
compatl%lewith the ACIS@3D representation. Also, since HoldFastm had initially been written in
LISP and ACIS@is written in C-H-,interl%ceroutines had to be developed to allow a seamless
transition between HoldFastm and ACIS@. When the conversion was complete, the actual
integration of the two software packages was made. The integration method starts with three-
dimensional CAD descriptions of an assembly whose assembly tasks require a fixture to hold the
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base part. CAD descriptions of that part are used by the fixture pkmning algorithms to generate
geometric representations of a fixture pallet for use in the assembIy pIanning software. (The
resulting fixture is designed to rigidly constrain and locate the part, obey various task constraints,
is robust to part shape variations, is easy to load and is economical to produce.) The geometric
descriptions generated by the fixture planner and additional assembly components are then loaded
into the assembly system for analysis. Using the assembly analysis constraint fiarnework, the
fixture is first declared as a base component. The assembly analysis system then tests for feasibii
of tool use during the pallet assembly and assembly of the components. The assembly planner not
only generates assembly plans for the assembly, but is used to generate assembly plans for the
fixture as well. The combined algorithms guarantee the iixture will hold the base part without
intetiering with any of the assembly operations. What is lacking in this fiarnework is the ability
for the assembly pkmner to autornaticzdlyprovide feedback to the fixture planner. Future work
should be aimed at providing a more complete integration of the planners.

People communicate with each other mainly through voice and body language. Natural
interaction consists of two major parts, naturaI language understanding and synthesis and visual
observation of the users body pose and gestures. One effkctive means for a human to
communicate with a machine is to use body gestures similar to those used when communicating
with another person. These gestures include such things as pointing to indicate a destination. The
most important features of the human body that provide Mormation about the intentions and
desires of a user are the arms/hands and the head. Computer visio~ using low cost devices,
makes it possible for a human to use body motions or any convenient object-as digital input
devices. Chapter 3 descriis methods that were implemented for extracting static pointing
gesture Momnation provided by a human from Sandia’s 3D Video Motion Detection System for
use in cooperative automation environments. It tier descriis the static pointing gesture
interpretation algorithms used for robot-assisted operations. The static pointing gestures were
used to indicate predefine portions to which a robot should move, and petiorm the appropriate
task at that destination. By pointing to those destinations, the operator commands the robot to
move to that destination and petiorrn the task described at that position. Future work in this area
should encompass the development of an instruction language for robots using dynamic hand and
arm gesture and the development of robust and real-time recognition and interpretation
algorithms.

x
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1

A Framework for Geometric

Reasoning about Human Figures and

Factors in Assembly Processes

Automatic assembly sequencing and visdization tools are valuable in determining the best
assembly sequences, but without Human Factors and Figure Models (HFFMs) it is dillicuk to ,

evaluate or visuake human interaction. In industry, accelerating technological advances and
shorter market windows have forced companies to turn to an agile manufacturing paradigm. This
trend has promoted computerized automation of product design and rnamd%cturiugprocesses,
such as automated assembly planning. However, all automated assembly pkmning software took ‘
assume that the individual components fly into their assembled configuration and generate what
appear to be perkctly valid operations, but in reality some operations cannot physically be carried
out by a human. For example, the use of a ratchet may be reasoned feasible for an assembly
operatio~ however, when a hand is placed on the tool the operation is no longer f-l%le, perhaps
because of inaccessibility, insufficient streng@ or human interference with assembly components.
Similarly, human figure modehg algorithms may indicate that assembly operations are not
feasible and consequently force design modifications; however, if they had the capability to
quickly generate alternative assembly sequences, they might have identified a f-ile solution.

1
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To solve this problem HFFMs must be integrated with automated assembly planning. This allows
engineers to quickly verify that assembly operations are possl%leand to see ways to make the
designs even better.

This chapterpresentsa frameworkfor integratinggeome~-based assemblyplanningalgorithmswith
commerciallyavailablehumanfiguremodelingsoftwarepackages. Experimentalresults to selected
applicationsalongwith lessonslearnedare presented.

1.4 Introduction

AUautomated assembly planning software tools assume that the individual components fly
into their assembly positions; in reality they have to be moved with human hands or other
mechanical devices. These assembly planning software tools are valuable for determining the best
assembly antior disassembly sequences/plans, but without Human Factors and Figure Models
@FFMs), it is diflicult to evaluate or visualize human interaction. Automated assembly planning
software tools that include HFFMs allow engineers to quickly veri& that assembly and
disassembly operations are possible and to see ways to make a design even better.

Incorporating human figure models into automated assembly sequence planners requires
addressing the following issues. Initially, a robust geometric and kinematic model of a human
must be realized for accurate intetierence checking and reachab~ analysis. Secondly, models of
a human hand grasping tools need to be defined. Thirdly, human factors need to be incorporated
into the human model to evaluate ergonomic aspects of assembly operations. Fourthly,
geometric-reasoning algorithms need to be developed to either determine feasible remove-and-
replace operations for humans or suggest a design change. Lastly, an efficient human motion
planner must be developed to achieve collision-flee paths for the assembly operations.
IrnpIementations of these capabilities and optimization of component designs and human motions
need to accurately reflect real-world situations, but at the same time introduce approximations to
make the computation tractable, (i.e., polynomial time). A general fknnework for realizing these
issues has been developed by integrating commercially available human figure modeling software
packages with Sandia’s automated assembly analysis and planning software too~ known as
Archimedes 3.0@. Appendices A and B outline the assembly planning system. What d.i&erentiates
this methodology from other approaches is the capabdity to automatically analyze complete
assembly and disassembly by representing and reasoning about human related geometric issues
and human fhctors for a variety of hand tools “hsedin assembly operations.

This chapter outIines a fkunework for integrating the geometry-based assembly planning
algorithms of Archimedes 3.0@with two commercizdlyavailable human figure modeling software
packages, Envision’s Deneb/ERGOm module [5] and Jack@ by Transomm, Inc. [7]. Section 1.2
describes the process used to select the human modeling software packages. Section 1.3 provides
a high level abstraction of the Archimedes 3.0GAutomated Assembly Analysis Sofhvare TOOL
Critical for successful integration of HFFMs and assembly processes is the abtily to automatically
reason handhool geome@ for the tools used in the operations. Section 1.4 gives a brief
description of the Achimedes 3.0@took constraints fhmework and how it has been extended to
incorporate human factors. In Section 1.5, the integration platiorms are described. Section 1.6
descriis the experiments conducted in each of the Deneb/.ERGOm and Transomm Jack@
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integration phases with Archimedes 3.0@. Finally, Section 1.7 concludes the manuscript with
lessons learned and suggests areas for fiture work.

1.2 Commercially Available Software

There are a small number of human modeling software packages commercially available that
consider human i%ctorsfor manufacturing processes, all with varying degrees of sophistication A
6-month survey was conducted to identi& the best commercially available human figure modeling
software packages as probable candidates to integrate with the Archimedes 3.0@assembly
planning algorithms. The criteria used to select the human modeling packages emphasized the
maturation of geometric and kinematic models, motion planning capabilities, and human factors
capabilities (e.g., accessibility, visibility, and strength).

The Logistics Research Division of the Armstrong Laboratory contracted with Raytheon
(formerly Hughes) Missile Systems Company to develop a 3D-simulation maintenance analysis
tool. This too~ DEP~ [6], (Depth Evaluation for Personne~ Training Human-fhctors) uses
articulated 3D human figure models provided by the Jack@ software package developed at the
Center for Human Modeling and Simulation at the University of Pennsylvania (available through
Transomw Inc.) to simulate maintenance operations and to report ini?ormationon human I%ctors.
Transomm Jack@ provides a 3D interactive environment for controlling articulated figures. It
features a detailed human model and includes reaJistic behavioral controls, anthropometric scaling,
task animation and evaluation systems, view analysis, automatic reach and grasp, collision
detection and avoidance, and many other usefid tools for a wide range of applications, [7].
However, its motion planning capabtity is limited and it f~ to find a solution in a cluttered
space.

McDonnell Douglas is working on a system that enables electronic simulation/demonstration
of assembly, and maintenance operations early in the design process using 3D animated human
manikim, [10]. This system is a menu-drive~ interactive computer program used to define design
requirements and aid in design evaluation but is lacking inhuman factors analysis.

Human Centered Design is developing SAFEWORK@, the Human Modeling Sofixwre for
Advanced Ergonomic Design. SAFEWOIUC@is a sollware tool that creates virtual humans of
various percentiles to study fit and accesslbii in a workstatio~ [11]. The system exhibits some
of the same fatures as Jack@, but tends to focus more on human tictors and not necessarily
mechanical assembly.

Deneb has developed a product called Deneb/ERGO”. Deneb/ERGOm is an accurate,
physics-based human motion analysis tool which can be used to design safe working environments
accommodating a wide rang of workers. W&the Deneb/ERGOm module, human fhctors can be
evaluated and both the designer and the end-user can resolve ergonomic issues like Design for
Assembly (DFA) early in the design process. Users can prototype and analyze human motio~
including human joint reach and motio~ reach and accessl~i, and visuaI perspective.
Deneb/ERGOw also includes advanced techniques for determining tie postures, lifting and
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energy expenditure evaluatio~ [5]. However, like Transomw Jack@, the Deneb/ERGOm
motion pkuming capability is limited and it too f~ to find a solution in a cluttered space.

These and other systems tend to bias either human factors or mechanical assembly but not
both and none are capable of automated assembly reasoning and sequencing. Even though the
Deneb/ERGOm and Transomm Jack@ packages both exhibited limitations in their motion path
planning capabilities as well as in their grasp planning capabilities, they appeared to be the most
mature and showed the best potential for automatically reasoning human i%ctorsin an assembly
environment.

1.3 Assembly Planning Overview

Because of its powerfid geometric reasoning algorithms and assembly constraint framework,
Sandia’s Automated Assembly Analysis Systenq Archimedes 3.0@[3,4,8], was selected as the
basis for the development of a framework for realizing HFFMs in assembly processes.
Archimedes 3.0@is a constraint-base~ interactive assembly planning software system used to
p~ optimize, simulate, and document sequences of assembly. Archimedes 3.0@is a constraint-
based interactive assembly planning software tool used to pla optimize, simulate, visualize, and
document sequences of assembly. Given a CAD model of the product, the program automatically
tinds part-to-part contacts, generates collision-free insertion motions, and chooses assembly
order. Disassembly operations are generated using the Non-Directional Blocking Graph approach
discussed in [13]. A graphics workstation’s hardware Z-bu.iler is used to quickly find collisions
between complex facetted models. The search space implemented in the Archimedes 3.0@System
is an AND/OR graph of subassembly states and the operations used to construct them from
smaller subassemblies. The strategy is designed to generate a first plan as quickly as possible, Iike
a depth-first search but to avoid being caught by bad early decisions as a depth-first search
would. This is critical to achieve the desired view-constrain-re-pkm cycle of interaction. During
each pass of the search algo- a single assembly sequence is generate& making random
choices of operations to construct each subassembly. The first time any subassembly is visite&
only a single operation is generated to construct it, and the known subassemblies of that operation
are then visited. Bounds on quality measures for each subassembly and operation are stored and
propagated in the AND/OR graph as they are generated. This allows useless search paths to be
identified and pruned, and an optimal plan to be identified when it becomes available. The same
algorithm fictions as an any-time algorithm to optimize the assembly sequence when the user
requests.

In an Archimedes 3.0@application sessio~ the engineer specities a quality metric in terms of
application-specfic costs for standard assembly process steps, such as part insertiom hstening,
and subassembly inversion. Combined with an engineer’s knowledge of application-specific
assembly process requirements, Archimedes 3.0@aUowssystematic exploration of the space of
possible assembly sequences. The engineer uses a simple graphical interfiice to place constraints
on the valid assembly sequences, such as defining subassemblies, requiring that certain parts be
placed consecutively with or before other parts, declaring preferred directions, etc. Archimedes
3.0@k implemented in C-I+ using the ACIS@solid modeling kernel and Tcl/Tkm for the graphical
interfhce. Animation and user interhce routines use OpenGLm and X Wmdowsm. The reader is
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referred to Appendices A and B for a broader overview the Archimedes 3.0@System and
assembly planning constraint iiatnework.

1.4 Tools Constraint Framework

Constraints on assembly plans vary depending on product, assembly fhcility, assembly volume,
and come from a wide variety of choices. Design requirements, part and tool accessibii, .
assembly line and workceIl layout, requirements of special operations, and even supplier
relationships can drive the choice of a feasible or preferred assembly sequence. Computer-aided
assembly planning systems promise to help product and assembIy system designers to manage this
complexity and choose good assembly sequences.

Two types of constraints on assembly plans are utilized by the Archimedes 3.0@System. They
are classified as strategic constraints and tactical constraints. Strategic constraints apply to the
entire assembly and its pl~ while tactical constraints only apply to certain subsets of the parts.
The constraint fknnework provides a library of constraint types from which a user can instantiate
constraints on the assembly plan. This iiamework provides the underlying mechanics to
optimization algorithms.

Planning for assembly requires reasoning about various tools used by humans, robots, or other
automation to manipulate, attach and test parts and subassemblies. Constraints on assembly
plans deriving from the need to use various tools in assembly or disassembly are called tool
constraints. A framework to represent and reason about geometric accessl%ilityissues for a
variety of such assembly tools is implemented in Archimedes 3.0@[12]. This ftarnework is
extremely important to the integration with human figures.

Tool constraints are implemented as just another type of process constraint. Spatial
constraints on applying tools axe characterized by certain volumes in the assembly. The tool-
volume is the spatial extent of the toolitself The use-volume of a tool is the space swept out by
the tool as it is applied to a part. Archimedes 3.0Guses predefine swept volumes for tools.
Several difXerentuse-volumes exist for the same physical too~ corresponding to dMerent ways of
moving it or using it to accomplish a task. For planning purposes, each difEerentuse-volume for a
physical tool is treated as a distinct canonical tooL

Archimedes 3.0@uses a straightforward instance of the FINDPLACE problem [9] to find a
coliision-free pIacement of use-volume; however, this method does not include the space required
by the human baud and/or arm wielding the tool or the volume swept by moving the tool to the
application point. To overcome the former, the tools &unework was extended to accommodate
for hand held tools by predefining discrete handgrips for a subset of the hand tools in the
Archimedes 3.0@tool liirary. For each of the deiined handgrips, upper bounds on the space
required to apply it were established; such volume represents sufficient conditions for tool
applications. This “sufficient” volume includes the space swept out by the tool plus the hand that
wields it, once the tool has been pkiced on the assembly, applie~ and removed. To overcome the
latter, new motion path planning algorithms were implemented within the Deneb environment,
while existing algorithms embedded the Jack@ software were implemented. The pros and cons to
each approach will be discussed in the following sections.

5
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1.5 The Integration

Both the Deneb/ERGOm and the Transomw Jack@ human modeling software products
require virtually the same input data to realize human factors in the assembly operations
automatically generated by Archimedes 3.O@:assembly and component geometry information and
assembly sequence steps with mating trajectories. To integrate Archimedes 3.0@with both the
Deneb/ERGOm and Trausomw Jack@ software packages, two basic steps were required. First,
the Archimedes 3.0@assembly planner was used first to automatically analyze the feasibility of
assembly and then to automatically generate an assembly sequence for selected assemblies
requiring the use of hand tools to put them together. A textual script capturing this assembly
sequence, part-mating trajectories, and tool-and-hand application trajectories was generated.
Independent output routines were added to the Archimedes 3.0@output module to realize the
subtle &erences between the two input formats required by Deneb/ERGOm and Transomw
Jack@. Secon~ the ACIS@geometry files used in kchimedes 3.0@,including assembly
components, tools and respective use-volumes, and handgrips on those tools with their respective
tool-and-hand use-volumes, were converted to the IGRIIW3files. Both Deneb/ERGOm and
Transomm Jack@ accept IGR13?@format as input.

1.6 Experiments

To validate the integration steps, an assembly requiring the use of hand tools was selected.
Fi=gure1.1 shows an assembly fixture kit, a housing part rnarndiactured by casting a near-net-shape
part, and electriczd components to be placed into the housing. Before the housing was Mmicated
or machined-finished, CAD designs of it, the fixture desi~ and additional assembly components
were loaded into the Archimedes 3.O@System for analysis. Using the constraint flarnewor~ the
fixture was decIared as a base component. This meant that the fixture pallet components were
de~ed as the set of parts to be assembled first and would then remain stationary throughout the
assembly analysis. A socket wrench and phillips-screwdriver, both with pre-selected handgrips,
were tested for feas~bi of use during the pallet assembly and assembly of the housing and
electrical components. The Archimedes 3.0@System identified four potential design flaws in the
housing that proh.ilited the use of the screwdriver, but not the han& for attaching the cover plate.
Once the design was corrected, an assembly plan was generated and all of the inllormation listed in
Section 5 was exported to the Deneb/ERGOTMand the Transomm Jack@ software packages.
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Figure 1.1. Transomm Jack@ is pefiorming an assembly operation generated in Archimedes 3.0@.
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As pointed out in the opening remarks of this manuscript, all assembly planners, including
Archimedes 3.0@,assume parts and tools just “fly” into their assembled configurations once the
mating trajectories are determined. For this reaso~ the human models were placed at a
workstation table with the tools and unassembled components placed to one side. The placement
locations provide the starting positions of the paths, while the mating trajectories generated in
Archimedes 3.O@define the tail of the paths. Each assembly instruction requiring the use of a tool
was carried out by the human figures by “re-attaching” the hand (with the predetermined grips for
the tooIs) to the models. For the assembly operations not requiring the use of a hand too~
manually generated instructions had to be provided to both of the human models on how to grasp
the components to avoid collision during component placement.

To facilitate Deneb/ERGOm’s limited collision avoidance capabilities (i.e., lots of tweaking
on joints is required), a 7-DOF inverse kinematic numerical solution and a straight-line motion
planner were implemented to compute the arm joint angles that are necessary to move the tool-
and-hand along a desired path. These algorithms were selected ftom Sandia’s Modular
Architecture for Robotics Tele-operatio~ SMART [1], software packages. The selection of
algorithms resulted from the need to simulate very natural human motions and intuitive human
factors. The algorithms, originalitydesigned for use with redundant robotic manipulators, ensure
minimal energy paths subject to joint gravity constraints and can be altered to ensure non-
fatiguing poses and optimization of linear velocity constraints can be correlated to human-related
stress calculations. With these algorithms and the remaining modules in SMART it was relatively
easy to take the series points generated by Archimedes 3.O@combined with additional manua.lly-
generated path-detining points and teleoperate the arm with a given tool grip to move through
these points.

With Transomw Jack@, a less rigorous approach was takem With the realization of Jack@’s
limited motion path planning capabilities in a cluttered environment, collision-free paths were
generated by speci@ing a series of points between the pick and place of the components. Using
Jack@’s own inverse kinematic algorithms, the points zdongthe paths were tweaked until realistic
motions were realized.

During simulation of assembly by both human modek additional human factors, such as
reachability, stress, titigue, etc., were obtained: both the Deneb/ERGOm and Transomm Jack@
software packages have sophisticated algorithms for calculating human factors for ergonomic
issues. However, these calculations were not directly coupled with the assembly planning
geometric reasoning algorithms. A request to modi& one of these i%ctorsmeant that Archimedes
3.0@had to be run several times before realizing the desired effect. Each run meant new paths
had to be created in both Deneb/ERGOm and Transomm Jack@ software. This was a long and
tedious process. Future work is planned to tightly couple the human figure modeling sofiware
packages with Archimedes 3.0@.
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1.7 Conclusions and Future Work

A general framework for geometric reasoning about Imrna.nfigures and fhctors in assembly
process has been demonstrated by the successfid integration of the Deneb/ERGOm and
Transomm Jack@ software packages with the automatic assembly planning algorithms of
Archimedes 3.0@. What Merentiates this methodology from other approaches is the capabfity to
automatically analyze complete assembly and disassembly by representing and reasoning human
related geometric issues and human factors for a variety of hand tools used in assembly
operations.

W&t is lacking in this fkunework is the ability to quickly generate collkion-free motion paths
and hand-grasps for the hurrrim The Archimedes 3.0@system has been extended to per$orm
intefierence checks between the parts and tool-and-hand use-volumes and integrated with both of
the Deneb/ERGOm and Transomm Jack@ human modeIing software packages. An inverse
kinematics routine was integrated with Archimedes 3.0@and the Deneb/ERGOm product, but it
became a bottleneck when modi&ing assembly sequences colliion-free paths had to be manually
generated. Similarly, the existing motion and path planning algorithms in the Transomw Jack@
product required manual intervention for collkion-free planning paths. Sandia is currently
extending the fiarnework presented hereto include its geometric reasoning algorithms in its
motion planning software, known as SANDROS2, to automatically generate collision-free paths
for the human arm. Because the human arm is modeled with seven or more degrees of fkedo~
the motion planning of the arm requires a search in a seven or more dimensional space. An
efficient search algorithm needs to be developed to find a f-ible arm motion. The existing
SANDROS planner searches for a collision-free motion in a robot’s joint space [2]; however,
humans tend to plan their arm and hand motions in the world space. The SANDROS will be
modified to pefiorm its search in the world space so that planned motions resemble human
motions more closely.

Automated grasp planning capabilities also needs to developed for the predefine tool grips.
This would overcome the problem of having to establish individual hand and hand-and-tool
geometric models. A more usefbl and broader area of research would encompass automatic grasp
Pm ~gorith for the human hand to grasp any object.

An essential component missing in both Deneb/ERGOm and Jack@ is reconfigurable
kinematics. Reconfigurable kinematics is the ab~ to automatically reconfigure human motion in
order to overcome task constraints, (e.g., knowing when to transition from a ‘!movefrom
shoulder” operation to a “move from waist” operation or knowing when to change a grasp on a
given tool).

1Sandiahascontractedwith Lockheed Martin Tactical Aircraft Systemsin Fort Wor@ Texas underthe Lockheed Martin

SharedVkion Programto automatethemotionsof thehumanswithin theArchimedes 3.0@assemblyplanningfiameworlc.

2Sandia haspreviously integratedthe SANDROS motionplanningalgorithmscoupledwith theC-Space Tdkit [14], a Sandia

developed sofhwxe toolkit usedto make fastdistancequeries,with Deneb’s Telegrip@ softwarepackage [15].
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2

A Practical Approach for Integrating

Automatically Designed Fixtures with

Automated Assembly Planning

2.1 Introduction

Product assembly problems vary widely here the focus is on assemblies that are characterized
by a single base part to which a number of smaller parts and subassemblies are attached. This
method starts with three-dimensional CAD descriptions of an assembly whose assembly tasks
require a tie to hold the base part. It then combines algorithms that automatically design
assembly pallets to hold the base part with algorithms that automatically generate assembly
sequences. The designed fixtures rigidly constrain and locate the part, obey task constraints, are
robust to part shape variations, are easy to loa& and are economical to produce. The algorithm is
guaranteed to find the global optimum solution that satisfies these and other pragmatic conditions.
The assembly planner consists of four main elements: a user interface, a constraint syste~ a
search engine, and an animation module. The planner expresses all constraints at a sequencing
ieve~ speci@ing orders and conditions on part mating operations in a number of ways. Fast
replanning enables an interactive plan-view-constrain-replan cycle that aids in constraint discovery
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and documentation. The combined algorithms guarantee that the fixture will hold the base part
without interfering with any of the assembly operations. This chapter provides an overview of the
planners, the integration approach and the results of the integrated algorithms applied to several
practical manufacturing problems. For these problems initial high-quality fixture designs and
assembly sequences are generated in a matter of minutes with global optimum solutions identified
in just over an hour. The next section introduces a commercially available fixture kit that is used
as the basis for the fixture planning algorithms. Section 2.3 introduces an experimental assembly
used to illustrate the integration of the planners. Sections 2.4 and 2.5 provide overviews of the
planners while Section 2.6 describes the integration process. Finally, Section 2.7 concludes the
manuscript and discusses fi.ture work in this area.

2.2 The Fixture Kit

Figure 2.1 shows an example of a hole-based modular fixture kit. This fixture kit contains a
base plate, side locators, support pads, and side and top clamps required by the fixture planning
algorithms. This particular kit is comprised of commercial elements available from Qu-CO, Inc.
[6]. The base plate has an alternating grid of smooth and threaded holes, spaced 0.75 inches
apart; the lower half of each smooth hole is threaded, so that clamps maybe attached to any hole,
whiIe side locators may only be attached to alternating holes. All fixture designs returned by the
algorithms are comprised of a &w basic Muring elements. These include round lateral locators,
a side cIarnp, cyhirical support pads with a flat or self-aligning top, and swing-arm top clamps
with a tlat or seIf-aIigning contact pad.

Locating and clamping elements in this class are widely available, and are ofien employed in
fixtures based on the 3-2-1 location scheme [4]. The algorithm to design fixtures that hold the
work piece in kinematic form closure uses these elements that is, part motion is only possl%le
through deformation of either the part or the fixture. The side locators, support pads, and clamps
all have associated spacers that allow them to be set at various heights.

12



Figure 2.1. Modular fkturing kit from Qu-CO, Inc.

2.3 The Experimental Assembly

Figure 2.2 shows a cast housing and assembly components that will be used throughout this
chapter to help illustrate the integration. This assembly was selected for two reasons. First, a

fixture was required to hold the base component for final machining operations and not intetiere
with the cutting paths. Second, a fixture was required to hold the housing while the electronic
components were placed into the housing, however, for clarity, the electrical components are not
shown.
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Figure 2.2. An example fixturhg problem.

2.4 Automated Fixture Planning

Fixture design is a practicaI problem. When marmi%cturingproducts, it is often necessary to
hold a work piece in place during the course of several manufacturing tasks, such as machining,
assembly and inspection. The Iixtures used to hold the work piece must prevent undesired part
motions and avoid interfering with these tasks, often with the additional requirement that the
work piece must be held in an accurate, repeatable position. These conditions must be maintained
even in the face of small variations in work piece shape. The cost of fabricating assembly iixtures
is also a primary conce~ because assembly lines often require many copies of these fixtures to
carry the assembly from station to station. Thus, assembly fixtures must be inexpensive in order
to be cost-effective. To address these issues, Sandia has developed a fixture design software tool
called HoldFastTM.

Given a fkturing problem specified by a work piece description and a set of task constraints,
the HoldFastm algorithms generate designs that provide form closure while obeying the
constraints. Each fixture is analyzed for Ioadability and passes to a user-defined qwd.itymetric
that rates the fixture design. This quality metric can consider arbitrary aspects of the fixture in
assigning a quality score, and may apply thresholds to determine whether any of these aspects is
unacceptably poor. The fixture is discarded if it f~ to pass some threshold; otherwise, it is
assigned a scalar quality value. The algorithm employs branch-and-bound pruning to identi@ the
global optimum fixture design while exploring only a small portion of the feasible fixture design
space. If prwing is turned off, the algorithm enumerates all possl%leMmre designs. Either way,
the algorithm is guaranteed to fmd the optimal fixture desi~ for the given set of optirnality
criteria and associated thresholds. The resulting optimum fixture design is the best possible
design that can be constructed with the available fixture elements, subject to several small
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approximations described below. The most important of these approximations is that the user
may instruct the algorithm to limit its search for side locator height combmtions, for example
considering only height combinations where each locator is at its lowest available height. This
restriction often has a minor effect on fixture quality, but allows a significant reduction in search
time. These approximations may be removed at the expense of additional computation.

The quality fimction used to design fixtures for this example considered three fixture aspects:
the iixture’s ability to resist expected forces without exerting large reaction forces on the work
piece, the fixture’s ability to repeatably locate critical features of the work piece, and the ease of
loading the fixture. This metric is sensitive to the specific mantiacturing operations that will be
applied to the work piece, and applies
independent thresholds to each of these
criteria. Each quality criterion returns a
value between 0.0 and 1.0, and the total
quality is determined by either a weighted
sum or minimum of the three resulting
values, based on user preference. This
metric is appropriate for a variety of
fixture applications, but other metrics may
also be supplied to the program.

Figure 2.3 shows a fixture designed by
the algorithms for a job-shop-machining
problem and component-assembly,
comprised of modular elements that may
be rapidly assembled in various
configurations. In this problem a near-
net-shape casting requires several finish
machining operations. This problem is
diflicult to solve because the complex

. . ... .. . . . . . . . . . .. ------- -—

Figure 2.3. HoldFastTMdesigned iixture.

pockets and large number of holes greatly constrain the placement of support elements. The input
description of this problem includes the work piece shape, regions swept by the cutter, expected
machining forces, tolerance limits on critical work piece features, and the components of the
fmture kit. Every fixture design returned by the algorithm is guaranteed to resist the expected
machining forces without causing permanent deformation of the work piece at the fixture
contacts. For this particular example assembly, the fixture design was computed in 18 seconds on
an SGI workstation.

The algorithm implementation also includes an intefiace, shown in Figure 2.4, which
interactively displays the fixture designs as they are generated. This allows the user to apply
subjective evaluation criteria that are not included in the program’s quality metric and to stop the
computation once an acceptable fixture design is generated. Thus, the user may accept an early
fixture design to reduce program run time, or obtain the global optimum by letting the program
run to completion. The algorithm employs branch-and-bound pruning to restrict the enumeration
and quickly find the global optim~ the user can reduce the effect of this pruning as desired. The
details of the algorithm used for this integration maybe found in [1,2].
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Figure 2.4. Fixture-design for fixturing the cast housing and assembling the electrical

components, shown with the design tool user interface.

2.5 Automated Assembly Planning

The system used to analyze the fixture designs and assembly was Sandia’s Archimedes 3.0@
Automated Assembly Analysis System [3,5,7]. The Archknedes 3.0@System is a Sandia
developed, constraint-based interactive assembly planning software tool used to plu optimize,
simulate, visualize, and document sequences of assembly. Given a CAD model of the product,
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the program automatically finds part-to-part contacts, generates collMon-free insertion motions,
and chooses assembly order. The engineer specties a quality metric in terms of application-
specific costs for standard assembly process steps, such as part insertio~ i%stening,and
subassembly inversion. Combined with an engineer’s knowledge of application-specific assembly
process requirements, Archimedes 3.0@allows systematic exploration of the space of possible
assembly sequences. The engineer uses a simple graphic interface to place constraints on the valid
assembly sequences, such as defining subassemblies, requiring that certain parts be placed
consecutively with or before other parts, declaring preferred directions, etc. Archimedes 3.0@
considers thousands of combinations of ordering and operation choices in its search for the best
assembly sequences and ranks the valid sequences by the quality metric. Graphic visuaktion
enables the engineer to easily identi@ process requirements to add as sequence constraints.
PIanning is fret, enabling an iterative constrain-plan-view-constrain cycle. For some restricted
classes of products, it determines plans that optimize a given cost fimctio~ graphically illustrates
those plans with simulated robots, and facilitates the generation of robotic programs to carry out
those pIans in a robotic workcell.

The approach taken”in assembly pkmning is critical to the desi~ implementation and
petiormance of a user constraint system. It especially tiects special-purpose routines for
efficiency. Archimedes 3.Oe generates two-handed monotone assembly sequences in reverse,
starting from the more highly constrained fi.dlyassembled state. The search space is an ANIYOR
graph of subassembly states and the operations used to construct them from smaller
subassemblies. The strategy is designed to generate a first plan as quickly as possl%le,like a
depth-first searc~ but to avoid being caught by bad early decisions as a depth-first search would.
This is critical to achieve the desired view-constrain-replan cycle of interaction. During each pass
of the search algoritluq a single assembly sequence is generated, making random choices of
operations to construct each subassembly. The first time any subassembly is visited only a single
operation is generated to construct it, and the known subassemblies of that operation are then
visited. Bounds on quality measures for each subassembly and operation are stored and
propagated in the ANIYOR graph as they are generated. This allows useless search paths to be
identhied and pruned, and an optimal plan to be identified when it becomes available. The same
algorithm fhnctions as an any-time algorithm to optimize the assembly sequence when the user
requests. The reader is referred to Appendices A and B for a broader overview Archimedes 3.0@
and the constraint fixnnework.

2.6 The Integration

The integration of HoldFastm with Archimedes 3.0@resulted in a two-phased approach In
the fist phase, HoldFastTMwas upgraded to use ACIS@3D objects. Specific tasks required for
the ACIS@upgrade included converting the HoldFastm geometry from 2-1/2-D to 3D and
developing interfhce capabilities between HoldFastm and ACIS@. HoldFastm previously used 2-
l/2D geometry to interrogate an object’s geometry. Those fimctions were rewritten in order to
be compatible with the ACIS@3D representation. Also, since HoldFastm was initially written in
LISP and ACIS@is written in C++, interface routines had to be developed to allow a seamless
transition between HoldFastm and ACIS@. When the conversion was complete, the actual
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integration of the two soilware packages was made. Before the housing was fabricated and
machine-finished, CAD designs of it, the pallet desi~ and additional assembly components were
loaded into the Archimedes 3.O@System for analysis. Using the Archimedes 3.O@constraint
framework, the fixture was declared as a base component. This meant that the fixture is the first
set of parts to be assembled and will remain stationary throughout the assembly analysis. Figures
2.5 and 2.6 illustrate the use of a socket wrench and phillips-screwdriver. The Archimedes 3.Oe
System tested for feasibility of tool use during the pallet assembly and assembly of the
components. In this particular case, the Archimedes 3.O@System identified four potential design
flaws in the housing that prohibited the use of the screwdriver for attaching the cover plate. The
design was corrected and a new assembly plan was generated. The assembly planner not only
generated assembly plans for the assembly, but it was used to generate assembly plans for the
tie as well. The plan was captured in the form of an m-peg video for use in demonstrating
manufacturability.

Figure 2.5. Illustration of a ratchet tool used during the assembly operation.



Figure 2.6. Illustration of a screwdriver tool use during the assembly operation.

2.7 Conclusions and Future Work

An integrated solution for combining automated fixture design tools and automated
assembly planning has been presented. The method starts with three-dimemiorxd CAD
descriptions of an assembly whose assembly tasks require a tie to hold the base part.
It then combines algorithms that automatically design assembly pallets to hold the base
part with algorithms that automatically generate assembly sequences. The designed
fixtures rigidly constrain and locate the part, obey task constraints, are robust to part
shape variations, are easy to loa& and are economical to produce. The combmed
algorithms guarantee that the fixture will hold the base part without interfering with any of
the assembly operations. What is lacking in this framework is the abiIity for the assembIy
planner to automatically provide feedback to the fixture planner. Future work is aimed at
providing a more complete integration of the planners.
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3

Automated Assembly Analysis for

Human Assisted Robotics and

Automation

3.1 Introduction

For robots to work harmoniously within an integrated environment with humans the robots
must have cooperative operational skills. For exampIe, in a human only environment, humans
may tolerate collisions with one another if they did not cause much pain. This level of tolerance
may or may not apply to robot-human environments. Humans expect that robots will be able to
operate and navigate in their environments without collisions or intefierence. The ab~ to
accomplkh this is liuked to the sensing capabilities available. Current work in the field of
cooperative automation has shown the effectiveness of humans and machines directly interacting
to petiorm tasks. To continue to advance this area of robotics, effective means need to be
developed to allow natural ways for people to communicate and cooperate with robots just as
they do with one another. Computer Visiou using low cost devices, makes it possible for a human
to use body motions or any convenient object-as digital input devices.
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One effective means for a human to communicate with a machine is to use body gestures
similar to those used when communicating with another person. These gestures include such
things as pointing to indicate a destination. This chapter descriis methods that were
implemented for extracting static pointing gesture in.iiormationfrom Sandia’s 3D Video Motion
Detection System. The chapter also describes the static pointing gesture interpretation algorithms
used for robot-assisted operations. The static pointing gestures were used to indicate predefine
portions to which a robot should move, and petiorm the appropriate task at that destination.

The next section provides an overview of previous research in the field of static and dynamic
gesture recognition, Section 3.3 briefly describes Sandia’s 3D Video Motion Detection System
used to track a human operator near or within the moving workspace of a robot. Section 3.4
summarims the gesture recognition approach. Finally, Section 3.5 concludes and gives directions
for fbture work.

3.2 Previous Work

Previous efforts and ongoing work in the field of cooperative automation has shown the
effectiveness of humans and machines directly interacting to petiorm tasks. Cooperative
automation places the human in the field with the robot, and therefore the human must
communicate with the robot using methods other than the traditional keyboard and mouse. To
continue to advance this area of robotics, effitive means need to be developed to allow natural
ways for people to communicate and cooperate with robots just as they do with one another.

Natural interaction consists of two major parts: natural language understanding and visual
observation of the user’s body pose and gestures. The ab~ of a machine to recognize and
understand both of these modes of communication provides a powerfid communication tool.
While a significant amount of work has been conducted in the area of computer recognition of
mtural language, the recognition of human intent through body gestures is still in the early stages
of development.

Virtually all of the existing gesture recognition and interpretation research involves 2-D vMon
(the use of one camera). The analysis techniques utilize image analysis to extract body features
based on feature extractio~ coIor and texture. Some techniques employ iiairlysophisticated
specialized routines that take advantage of knowing the image is that of a human. However,
because only 2-D data is captured the systems are limited to 2D-gesture recognition. Further,
many existing approaches require post-processing (not real-time).

There are two analysis techniques which are wideIy used for multi-modal pattern recognition:
Fourier descriptors and Hidden Mark Models (HMMs); however, they are both restricted to 2-D.
Fourier descriptors have been specifically developed for 2-D gestures. This work has shown that
the gesture is not strictly constrained in space (i.e., a box gesture in space can be arbitrarily
oriented in space, doesn’t have to Iie along L y axes).

Hidden Markov Models have been used prominently and successfidly in speech recognition
and, more recently, in handwriting analysis. Consequently, they seem ideal for visual recognition
of comple~ structure hand and body gestures. While the continuous speech recognition
community adopted HMM.s many years ago, the vkion community is just now accepting the
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techniques. An early effort by Yamato uses discrete HMMs to recognize image sequences of six
different tennis strokes among three subjects. (Yamato’s work is descriied in [4].) This
experiment is significant because it uses a 25x25 pixel quantized sub-sampled camera image as a
feature vector. Even with such low-level tiormatio~ the model can learn the set of motions and
recognize them with respectable accuracy. Darrell and Pentkmd presented a dynamic time
warping in [2], a technique using HMMs to match the interpolated responses of several learned
image templates. While Baum-Welch re-estimatio~ [1], was not implemente~ this study shows
the continuous gesture recognition capabilities of HMMs by recognizing gesture sequences.
Recently, in [3] WiIson and Bobick explored incorporating mukipIe representations in HMM
fiameworkso

3.3 3D Video Motion Detection

At Sandia a 3-Dimesional Video Motion Detection System (3DVMD) has been deployed to
track the human operator near and within the moving workspace of the robot. Several cameras
are deployed from the structure that surrounds the robot and monitor an area about twice the size
of the robot’s reachable workspace. The 3DVMD system continuously monitors for activity in
discrete 3-D sub-volumes (about 1“ cubes or voxeIs) which make up the monitored space. Figure
3.1 shows the detection of a human operator as indicated by the colored voxels that are occupied
by that operator. The data from the occupied voxels is analyzed to report the person’s location to
the robot in real-time. The centroid of the occupied voxels is calcuJate& and this centroid is
transmitted to the robotic system as the operator’s location. The relationship of occupied voxels
can be tier analyzed to determine the pose of the operator. As shown in Figure 3.1, the voxel
size is sufficiently small such that the person’s extended hands, legs and head can be distinguished
from the torso.
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Figure 3.1. 3DVMD System detects the operator as indicated by the colored voxels.

3.4 Gesture Recognition Approach

A real-time data interpretation approach was implemented. First, the software associated
with the 3DVMD system continuously calculates the centroid of the occupied voxels. The
centroid is used to indicate the human operator’s location. Next, the relationship of the voxels is
analyzed to determine if a gesture is occurring. A vertical cylindrical sub-volume is applied
around the centroid. If any voxels exist outside this cylinder, then a gesture is occurring. The
purpose of the cylindrical sub-volume is to limit the gesture space such that the normal position of
the legs (particularly the feet) and head do not trigger gestures. The cylhder properties (radius,
length) can be adjusted to take into account specific body types of individual users. However, a
single set of properties can be used for a wide variety of operators. A specific voxel density is
required for the 3DVMD system to indicate that a detected object is an operator. This prohibits
the cylindrical gesture volume from being applied to smaller objects, and potentially causing an
erroneous indication of a gesture.

.
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Figure 3.2. 3/4-inch resolution Image depicting the trace of a motion captured by the 3DVMD
System.

When a gesture is detecte& a vector is created by connecting the centroid and the outer most
voxel that exceeds the cylindrical limit. The 3DVMD system reports this data to the supervisory
control system in real-time. The data packet contains the centroid of the occupied voxels, a flag
that indicates ifa gesture is occurring, and the gesture vector in robot workspace coordinates.
The supervisor then interprets the gesture vector and projects it into the robotic workspace. The
destination to which the operator is pointing is determine~ and the supervisor commands the
robot on the particular task to be performed.

3.5 Conclusions and Future Work

The research focused on extracting static gesture idiormation from the 3DVMD data.
Several predefine positions were detined within the robotic workcell. By pointing to those
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destinations, the operator could command the robot to move to that destinatio~ and perform the
task described at that position.

Future work in this area should encompass the development of an instruction language for
robots using dynamic hand and arm gesture and the development of robust and real-time
recognition and interpretation algorithms.

The following technical issues should addressed to create a dynamic gesture recognition
system

(1) De~g the Language – a set of dynamic gestures for human / robot
communication needs to be defined.

(2) Obtaining Data – a sensor system for capturing human gestures in real-
time needs to be established.

(3) Segmenting Data – algorithms for isolating the data segment which
represents the data. Data segmentation involves determining which
portion of the captured gesture represents the intended command to the
machine, and which portion is just spurious movement of the hands.

(4) Recognition Algorithms – analysis algorithms that recognize the gesture
from the segmented data. Algorithms should be developed for
processing the segmented data to identi& the gesture. Our initial
research will investigate fitting a Fourier series to the decomposed
gesture data. Decomposition involves breaking the gesture data into
three components: ~ y, and z versus path length. A Fourier series
should be fitted to each of these components. The weighting iimctions
for each of the series elements are descriptors. Further research should
be conducted on how to analyze these descriptors to reliably recognize
the gesture.

(5) Integration with Speech – algorithms which combine speech input and
recognized gestures to bring context to the gesture. For example, a “go
here” command would indicate that the gesture is indicating a
destination in the work environment, whereas a “go this way”
combined with the same gesture would indicate that the robot should
move in the general duection indicated as long as the gesture continues.

(6) Communication with robot – command a robot’s operation based on
the combined input of speech and gesture. Gestures should be
captured, analyzed and communicated to the robotic system in real-
time.
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Closing

This manuscript serves as the technical report required by SandiaNational Laboratories
Laboratory Directed Research and Development (LDRD) Program for the project entitled
“Ergonomics in Ltie Cycle Assembly Processes”. The LDRD Program ticially supported the
entire project and this manuscripts ummarizes the technical achievements made throughout the
project’s two-year history. The work conducted under the purview of the LDRD focused
primarily on automating analysis and planning techniques for human assisted assembly processes.
However, to facilitate solutions to additional needs from within the Sensing and Intelligent
Controls Investment Are% additional goals were added during the second year of the LDRD. Of
particular interest was the need to more tightly couple the emibling of human skills in cooperative
automation with automated assembly analysis. It was hoped that such a coupling would provide
improved intelligent controIs for creating cooperative automated assistants for a human’s logistical
capabilities and safety in hazardous operating environments.

In support of the project’s original objectives, Sandia’s Automated Assembly Analysis System
Archimedes 3.0@,was used as the foundation for integrating algorithms that automatically
generate assembly and disassembly human assisted assembly processes. Initialy, a general
framework for realizing these issues has been developed by integrating commercidy available
human figure modeling software packages Archimedes 3.0@. What difl?erentiatesti
methodology from other approaches is the capabii to automatically analyze complete assembly
and d~assembly by representing and reasoning about human reIated geometric issues and human
tictors for a variety of hand tools used in assembly operations. SecondIy, an integrated solution
for combining automated fixture design tools and automated assembly planning. This initiative
focused on integrating Sandm’sFixture Design Software Package, HoldFastm, with Archimedes
3.0@. The combined algorithms guarantee the fixture will hold the base part without intefiering
with any of the assembly operations.

In alignment with the goals outlined in the re-direct of the LDRD, efforts were combined with
equal amounts from three separate LDRDs (“Enabling Human Skills with Cooperative
Automation”,” Adaptive 3D Sensing”, and “Volumetric Video Motion Sensrng for Unobtrusive
Human-Computer Interactions”). The major technological achievement under this project’s
purview was the development of tilon algorithms to recognize (static) human gestures for use in
robot communication and cooperation. Methods that were developed for extracting static
pointing gesture tiormation provided by a human from Sandia’s 3D Video Motion Detection
System for use m cooperative automation environments.
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Appendix A

Assembly Planning Constraint

Framework

A.1 Introduction

Constraints on assembly pIans vary depending on product, assembly fhcility, assembly volume,
and come from a wide variety of choices. Design requirements, part and tool accessibility,
assembly line and workcell layout, requirements of special operations, and even supplier
relationships can drive the choice of a feasible or preferred assembly sequence. Computer-aided
assembly planning systems promise to help product and assembly system designers to manage this
complexi~ and choose good assembly sequences. However, there so many types of assembly
constraints that it is impractical for a single program to encode them all. A practical assembly
planning system must have the ability to manage assembly constraints in a general way to
determine how they impact the choice of assembly sequence.

This appendix descriis the principles and implementation of a fkunework that supports a
wide variety of user-specified constraints for %mlia’s Automated Assembly Analysis Syste~
Archimedes 3.0@. In this framework the user chooses constraints from a library of standard
constraint types, with a simple graphical interface for defining the specifics of the constraint.
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Constraints are implemented asjilters thateither acceptor reject assembly operations proposed
by the planner. Any constraint that can be encoded as a filter can be added to the constraint
liirary in a straightforward way. Some constraints are supplemented with special purpose
modifications to the planner’s algorithms for greater efficiency.

In the next sectiou the constraint iiamework is placed in the context of previous research on
constraints and assembly planning. Section A.3 addresses manufacturing plan selection criteria as
a whole while Section A.4 delves deeper into some of the issues that arise in implementing the
constraint system effectively and concludes the appendix.

A.2 Previous Work

Assembly planning systems that allow user-defined constraints have generally been of two
types. In the fist type [5,6], users must speci@ all constraints before the long process of plan
generation begins. In reality, this is rarely practical, the user finds it very difficult to list all
constraints on assembly ordering until some possible plans are considered. In the second type of
system (e.g. [2]), a large space of plans is first generate~ and then undesirable operations and
states are pruned interactively by the user. However, as assemblies become moderately complex
the space of plans quickly becomes too Iarge to edit or even generate. The methods implemented
in the Archimedes 3.O@System solve this problem interactively by generating one or a small
number of assembly plans that satis& the current set of constraints, and then allowing the user to
impose additional constraints. Users can continue to add constraints and replan until a
satisfactory plan is identified. This approach is foreshadowed in a much more limited form by
[16].

Previous efforts to incorporate a comprehensive set of user constraints in assembly
planners were based on liaison precedence relations. Precedence relations speci@ logical
combmtions of part connections that must be established either before or after others.
Precedence relations were pioneered by Bourjauk [4] and greatly extended by DeFazio
and Whitney [5]. Welter et al [18] analyze the expressive power of precedence relations
in detail. Precedence relations are quite powe~ but they can be very difficult to write
correctly or understand as a user of an assembly planner. In Archimedes 3.0@
consideration was given to the idea of translating all constraints into precedence relations
internally, but instead a procedural approach was adopted for reasons of efficiency and
simplicity of implementation. The Archimedes 3.0@System demonstrates that an assembly
planning system can achieve comprehensive constraint coverage while maintaining the
advantages of a procedural representation.

A.3 Manufacturing Plan Selection Criteria

There are basically two categories of manufacturing plan selection criteria assembly issues
per se and planning issues. Assembly issues arise directly from physical constraints and
manufacturing concerns, such as fixhuing, manipulab~, or issues of assembly line layout.
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Closely related are quality measures arising fiorn a need to optimize one of the following basic
aspects of assembly

1) assembly COW,

2) timq

3) peflormance/reli.ability.

In contrast, planning issues are those that arise from the assembly process itself such as
simpli@ingassumptions and limitations of planning systems, or the need to handle large numbers
of possible sequences practically.

The: constraints on assembly plans vary depending on product, assembly I%cility,assembly
vohunej and many other i%ctors. Assembly costs and other measures to optimize vary just as
widely. Design requirements, part and tool accessl%ility, assembly line and workcell layout,
requirements of special operations, and even supplier relationships can determine which orders of
assembly are feasible. Among feasible orderings, a similarly diverse set of quality measures
determines which is preferred or optimal. Together, the set of hard constraints and quality
measures comprise a complex set of criteria that real assembly plans must satisfi. In Archimedes
3.0@,users speci@ manufiicturing plan selection criteria in the form of constraints and quality
measures. The constraints are implemented along the lines of the “assembly issues” classification.
The Archimedes 3.(3° constraint iizunework is discussed in detail in the next section.

A.4 Assembly Planning Constraints

The constraint framework described here was required for the Achirnedes assembly planning
system [1O]. That system takes CAD data for a product as input and automatically determines
geometrically feasible sequences of motions to assemble the product from its parts. However,
geometry is only a small part of assembly planning. In [9], a survey of constraints that have
appeared in the assembly planning literature was conducte~ in hopes of adding many of those
constraints to the Archimedes system. Two types of assembly constraints were identified.
Strategic constraints appIy to the entire assembly and its plq while iactical constraints only
apply to certaiu subsets of the pints. The result of the survey is an extensible liirary of simple but
usefid constraints that emible, highly interactive mode of assembly planning. Not all of those
constraints, however, were chosen for implementation. The constraints that are implemented in
the Archimedes 3.0@System were selected the following reasonx

User Friendly Each constraint can be descriid simply in terms l%rniliarto the user, has
straight-forward effects, and combines with others in a very predictable way.

Maintainable: Each constraint simply provides a titer procedure that disallows some assembly
operations. The titer implementations are completely independent, allowing new
constraint types to be added easily.

Efficient Because the filters are procedures, they can be implemented in the most efficient
way for that constraint. They test individual assembly operations, so they are compatl%le
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with standard state-space search and optimization methods. Furthermore, special-purpose
methods can be added to improve efficiency.

The strategic constraints currently implemented in the Archimedes 3.0@System are flags for
the planner. However, in theory there is no real dtierence between strategic and tactical
constraints since tactical constraints can usually be applied to the entire assembly, and strategic
constraints can always be limited to a subset of the parts. For instance, in [9], the
IWQPATHS_AXL4L constraint is identified as strategic, is also very usefid applied to a subset
of the assembly. Implementing it as a tactical constraint allowed both uses, was simpler to
implement, and caused no loss in efficiency. Table A. 1 lists the constraint types implemented in
the Archimedes 3.0@System.

Constraint Name Purpose Scope

RECONNECT* Requiresthat everysubassemblyin the plan be comected. strategic
This commonconstraintis implicitin cut-setmethodssuch as
[1,8],

REQLINEAR* Requiresthat parts be insertedoneat a time [1,18]. This a strategic
commonconstraintas well as a commonlimitationsin other
planningsystems.

REQVERTICAL* Requiresthat all parts be placeddirectlydownwar~ but strategic
unlikeREQPATHS_AXIAL, allowsthe assemblyto be
reorientedso that any givenactionis considered“downward.”
This constraintis very usefidwhenplanningassemblywith
standard SCARA-typerobots, whereinsertionsmustbe
vertical but reorientationsshouldbe minimized.

PRH STATE Doesnot allowthe assemblyto enter a givenstate [2]. tactical

PRH_SUBASSY Prohibitsuse of a certain subassemblycontainingcertainpart tactical
combinations. For example,onemay needto avoida hard-
to%xture arrangement[6] containinga set of keyparts.

REQCLUSTER Requiresthat a set of parts be addedto the assembly tactical
consecutively,i.e., without interruptionby otherparts [3].

REQFASTENER* Requiresthat certainparts be treated as fastenersfor others tactical
parts [10,13]. The f=teners must be placed immediately
after the fmtenedparts are mated.

I?XQLINEAR_CLUSTER A combinationof REQCLUSTER and tactical
REQ LINEAR SUBSET.

REQLINEAR_PARTS Requiresthat a givenset of parts be assembledlinearlywhen tactical
they are beingmatedwith any of anotherset of parts.
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Constraint Name Pm-pose scope

REQORDER_FIRST Requiresthat the assemblyplan start witha givenpa@ such tactical
as a “chassis”[11], or a set of parts.

REQORDER_LAST* Requiresthat a specificpart or set of parts be placed last in tactical
the assemblyplan.

REO_ORDER_LIAISON Requiressomeorderingbelsveentwo or more liaison tactical
creations;typically stated in a Bookm form such as 1~ (2
and 3), or as a set of such Booleanstatementsinvolving
many liaisons [5]. This is a commonand powerfullype of
constraint analyzedin [19].

REQ ORDER PART Requiresan orderingbetweenparticular part insertions. tactical

REQ_P&lT_SPECIAL Any special-purposepart constraint such as those dealing tactical
with liquids,spMgs, snapfitparts, etc.

REQPATHS_AXIAL Requiresthat each assemblyactionbe alongone of the six tactical
coordinateduections of a givencoordinatesystew or a
selectedsubset of these six directions. Commonspecial
cases are zmiaxialconstraints(aUowingmotionsin either
directionalong one axis) [12] and unidirectionalconstraints
[11]. This constraint is a limitationof manyassembly
planningsystems.

REQSTACK Specifiesa set of parts to be assembledone at a time in a tactical
givendirection.

REQSTAT Requiresa set of parts to be in the stationarysubassembly tactical
whenmatedwith any of anotherset.

REQSUBASSY* Requiresthat a particular subassemblybe used in the plan tactical
[1,6].

REQ_SUBASSY_ The sameas REQSUBASSY but tells the planner in tactical
WHOLE* additionnot generatea plan to constructthe subassembly.

REQSUBSEQ Requiresthat a particular assemblysubsequencebe used. tactical
somewherein the plan. This mightbe invokedbecausethe
sequenceis particularlyefficientor reliable. The front-fill
then back-fill subsequencesof [2] are relativelycomplex
examples.

REQTOOL* Requiresthat a collision-freeplacementof a giventool use- tactical
volumemust exist in the assemblyduringa certain operation.
See [17] for moredetails.

Table A.1. Constraints implemented in the Archimedes 3.0@System. Those marked by * have
special-purpose routines for efficiency.
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In the Archimedes 3.0@System filters are an instance ofgenerate-and-test, a standard
paradigm in artificial intelligence [14] as well as in assembly planning [6, 8]. Attaching special-
purpose methods to constraint tests is also a well-known efficiency technique [14], although the
methods used to accomplish this were novel.

A filter is nothing more than a simple procedure that accepts or rejects assembly operations.
During planning, each proposed assembly operation is passed to the cotitit’sjlterfunction,
which returns true or fidse depending on whether the operation satisfies the constraint or not.

Only an operation that satisfies all current constraints is feasible. For instance, consider an
operation placing subassembly SI into subassenibly Sz 3. The filter fimction of a REQ_SUBASSY
constraint with part set P will return true if and only if

[P~sl]v[P~s2]v[(sl us2)gP]v[slus2) nP=o].

In other words, the operation satisfies the constraint ifit keeps the parts in P together, if only
parts P are involved, or if no parts in P are involved.

As a standard interfiice to all constraints, the filter fimction provides a number of benefits.
First and foremost, it makes the imp~ementation of each constraint type independent. Interactions
between constraints need not be considere~ and each constraint can be implemented in its most
straightforward and efficient way. This becomes crucial as the number of constraint types grows.
In additio~ constraints can vary in the data associated with them their instantiation routines,
various debugging outputs, and so on.

For use in a standard state-space search method (such as generating an AND/OR graph for
the assembly), it is important that the flter fictions take as input single assembly operations,
rather than more complex tiormation such as a sequence of operations. In a state-space search a
given operation appears only once in the state graph and is either present or not. Hence, its
feasibility cannot depend on operations that come before or after it. In the Archimedes 3.0*
fiamewor~ a number of constraints (e.g. REQ-SUBASSY above) must be implemented in a less
mtural way to apply to single operations than would otherwise be necessary.

Filter fimctions are flexible enough that a large subset of the constraints implemented in
Archimedes 3.0G, plus some additional ones that users requested are implemented. The flexibility
is fiu-therdemonstrated by the REQTOOL constraint, which encodes tool accessibility
constraints for various hand and robotic tools [17] within the framework.

AMIough filter fimctions themselves are usually quite f~, the generate-and-test abstraction
can sometimes lead to an inefficient planning process overall. This is particularly true when many
dead-ends appear in the search space or when a large number of assembly operations are

3An operationwill typicallyhave other specifications,suchasamatingtrajectoryandperhapsanassemblyorientation,but
theseare not relevantto REQSUBASSY.
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generate& but few satisfy the constraints. In many cases, special purpose routines can increase
efficiency dramatically. The constraint types for which special purpose routines have implemented
are indicated with an asterisk(*) in Table A.1.

3.5.1 Interaction

In experiments with product designers and assembly process engineers, it was found that a
high level of interactivity is critical to the successfid application of the assembly planner. Usually
the designer cannot list all the constraints on assembly order at the start of the planning session.
However, many of these constraints become “obvious” when the system graphically illustrates a
pkm that viokdes them Seeing a violatio~ adding a constraint to remove that violatio~ and then
replanning becomes the main cycle of interaction in the system In this way, the assembly planner
aids constraint discovery and management as well as plan generation and optimization.

Note, however, that placing anew wmstmint is very different from ruling out a certain
operatio% as petiormed in some previous systems such as [2]. Although a srngle operation
demonstrates the need for a constraint, placing the constraint prohiiits similar actions from
occurring in many dii%erentoperations, and hence limits the allowable plans fhr more than
prohibiting a single operation. In the best case (and in many practical cases), the constraint
encodes the manufacturing constraint exactly.

This plan-view-constrain replan cycle requires that replanning be pefiormed at interactive
speeds. In the Archimedes 3.0@System a first assembly plan for a product can usually be found
in a few minutes [10]. However, the most expensive part of pkumiug is ensuring that part
insertions are collision-free. By saving collision-detection informatio~ replanning usually requires
10 to 20 seconds for assemblies of up to 100 parts.

There is, of course, no guarantee that all of the constraints the user has instantiated can be
satisfied by a single plan. In this case, the planner fails and enters a “debug” mode that helps the
user to determine the cause of the fhilure. If the constraints are all rc& then a problem with the
product design may be indicated. Inmost cases, some constraints can be adjusted to allow
pkuming to succeed. When there are inaccuracies or inconsistencies in the product CAD daa
planning can fhii before the user has entered any constraints. The debug mode also supports
fiding such problems, and certain problems can be fixed within Archimedes 3.0

Note that if constraints are entered inaccurately, they may over-constrain the choice of pkm
and rule out some plans incorrectly. However, if some plans still satisfy the entered constraints,
then the error may go unnoticed. This is a difEcult problem to solve in a system allowing user
specification of constraints.

After all known manufacturing constraints have been entere~ the user can then ask for an
optimal p~ according to user-specified costs of certain standard operations. In some cases,
additional unstated constraints will be vioIated and discovered as the planner looks through a
large space of plans to fid the best. In this case, the new constraints must be added and the cycle
repeats.

:1
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Appendix B

Automated Assembly Analysis

Archimedes 3.0@is a constraint-base~ interactive assembIy pkuming software system used to
p~ optimize, simulate, and document sequences of assembly. Given a computer-aided (CAD)
model (ACIS@representation) of the produc~ the program automatically finds part-to-part
contacts, generates collkion-free insertion motions, and chooses assembly order. The engineer
specifies a quality metric in terms of application-specific costs for standard assembly process
steps, such as part insertio% f%tening, and subassembly inversion. Combmed with an engineer’s
knowledge of application-specfic assembly process requirements, such as defining subassemblies,
requiring that certain parts be placed consecutively with or before other parts, declaring preferred
directions, etc., Achimedes 3.0@allows systematic exploration of the space of possible assembIy
sequences. The system considers thousands of combinations of ordetig and operation choices in
its search for the best assembly sequences and ranks the valid sequences by a quality metric.
Graphical visualization enables the engineer to easily identi& process requirements to add as
sequence constraints. Planning is f~, en.ibling an iterative constrain-plan-view-constrain cycle.
This constraint-based interactive approach to automated assembIy analysis and planning has
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proved extremely valuable in demonstrating manufacturab@ of a product when starting with the
original CAD data.

This chapter provides a detailed view of the Archimedes 3.0@System. For completeness, the
assembly planning approach provided in Chapters 1 and 2 is again provided in Section B. 1.
Section B.2 descriis the graphical user interface. Section B.3 covers situations when the planner
might fail and descriies how to recover. The efficiency of the system is provided in Section B.4
while Section B.5 concludes the chapter with an overview of the Archimedes 3.0°
implementation.

B.1 Assembly Planning Approach

The approach taken to assembly planning is obviously critical to the desi~ implementatio~
and petiormance of a user constraint system. It especially tiects special-purpose routines for
efficiency. The constraint system descriid in the previous section was added to the Arctiedes
3.0@mechanical assembly planner [2]. The Archimedes 3.0@System consists of four main
elements: a user interfhce, a constraint system a search engine, and an animation module.
Archimedes 3.O@generates two-handed monotone assembly sequences in reverse, starting from
the more highly constraine& fi.dlyassembled state. This is a stamkud technique in assembly
planning. The search space is an ANIYOR graph of subassembly states and operations to
construct them from smaller subassemblies. The planner uses anon-directional blocking grapk
NDBG, of each subassembly [4] to efficiently determine assembly operations that might be
petiormed to construct that subassembly, then checks these operations for geometric collisions,
which is essentially a built-in filter. Operations are then checked against the list of user
constraints.

The search strategy is carefi.dlytuned to generate a first plan as quickly as possible in the
domain of mechanical assembly. This is critical to achieve the desired plan-view-constrain-replan
cycle of interaction. The search algorithm is not the focus of this report, and space allows only a
cursory description. An AND/OR version of iterative sampling [3] is pefiormed: during each pass
of the algo- a single assembly sequence is generated making random choices of operations
to construct each subassembly. The first time any subassembly is visiie~ only a single operation
is generated to construct it, and the known subassemblies of that operation are then visited.
Bounds on quality measures for each subassembly and operation are stored and propagated in the
AND/OR graph as they are generated. This allows useless search paths to be identified and
pruned and an optimal plan to be identified when it is known. The strategy is designed to quickly
reach a first solutio~ like a depth-first search but to avoid getting caught by bad early decisions
as a depth-first search would. The same algorithm fimctions as an any-time algorithm to optimize
the assembly sequence when the user requests.
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B.2 User Interface

.

The user interface is critical to effectiveness and user acceptance of an interactive planning
system The constraints must be easy to understand, define, and manage. In this sectio~ features
of the Archimedes 3.Oeuser intefiace that are important to the success of the constraint system
are described. See [1] for abetter understanding of the Archimedes 3.0@constraint interface.

Figure B.1 shows the main Archimedes 3.0° user interface. The upper portion of the window
on the Ieii hand side serves and the main control window and displays the program’s current
status, d~plays any diagnostic output, and allows pausing or aborting any computation. The
lower portion of the window on the left hand side serves as the constraints and control panel and
displays user-defied constraints and overrides. The window on the right hand side provides
graphical output and parthubassembly selection.

Constraints are added by clicking on the “Add” button at the botto~ which brings up a
sequence of menus and questions that let the user pick a constraint type and speci@ the particulars
of the desired constraint. (See Figure B.2.) Each constraint requires the user to select one or
more parts of a “controlled” set in the graphic window, such as the parts making up a
subassembly. An awdliary window provides a list of named subassemblies to facilitate selection of
larger sets of parts. (See Figure B.3.) The user can give each constraint a name and descriptive
comment. Some simple checks are petiormed to catch certain obvious inconsistencies within and
between constraints.
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Figure B.2. Planning dialog, showing a partial list of constraints.

Figure B.3 shows the instantiation of a REQ_S~_WHOLE. In this setting, the user selects
the parts using a point-and-click method fi-omwithin the animation window shown on the right-
hand-side. The user is offered several access methods to selecting parts, which maybe “inside” of
the assembly. These options are shown in Figure B.3 at the bottom of the animation window.

Once defied, constraints are listed in the planning dialog (as shown in Figure B. 1). They can
be edited using a process very similar to initial definition. They can also be deleted, temporarily
suspended, and re-activated. Constraint suspension is a very usefi.dfeature that allows the user to
consider various scenarios for assembly. Constraints often embody assumptions about the
product assembly scheme; by suspending some and replanning, the user can compare the cost of
removing the assumption to the possl%legains in assembly sequence efficiency that result.

I
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Figure B.3. Planning dialog, showing the instantiation of REQSUI_WHOLE constraint.

B.3 When Planning Fails

When a product cannot be assembled according to the current set of constraints, the planner
fhils and enters a “debug” mode that helps the user to determine the cause of the fdure. For
example, one can request that the planner try to remove a particular part or subassembly (from the
subset of parts remaining when the planner fhiled) in a direction that appears possible. Collisions
or constraints that disdow the operation are then posted in the status window. Other options
include trying to disassemble every pair of parts in the offending subassembly, or trying to remove
any parts along a given trajectory. This constraint debugging capability is very important and
usefu~ since in some cases it may not be apparent to the user why the planner cannot tid a
feasible pIan.

OfteL the planner can fhil without any user-defined constraints. This is sometimes due to
limitations in the planner’s algorithms, such as an inability to reason about flexible parts such as
snapfits and springs. Other times, inaccuracies or inconsistencies in the product CAD data cause
the planner to fail. Examples include pressfit parts and threaded parts that are modeled as
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cylinders too large for their holes. Archimedes 3.O@includes a set of model adjustment features or
overrides, which can be used to correct such problems. These include a function to effectively
add threads to cylindrical contacts between parts; to speci@ that certain part insertions are in fact
possible, even though collisions occur between the parts; and to delete a part temporarily.

B.4 Efficiency

As mentioned above, the generate-and-test abstraction can sometimes lead to an inefficient
planning process where a large number of operations are generated, very few of which pass
through the filters. In such cases, supplemental routines can improve planning efficiency greatly.
These routines are very dependent on the internal algorithms of the planner. Because Archimedes
3.0” plans backward from the assembled state to individual parts, the supplemental routines must
be implemented in reverse.

For instance, if the user has created a REQSUBASSY constraint with part set P, and parts
not in P are present, then P cannot be “split” at that point in the plan. To implement this
constraint efficiently, a supplemental routine binds the parts of P together for that stage, not
considering any operations that split them This is accomplished by placing hi-directional arcs
between every pair of parts in P in every blocking graph of the subassembly [4].

Supplemental routines must be considered carelidly, trading off the added speed against the
increase in planner complexity. Three characteristics identi& candidates for supplemental
routines:

1. The constraint either leads to many dead-ends in the search
space or rules out a very large proportion of generated
operations,

2. An efficient method exists to implement the preprocessing, and

3. The constraint is used often.

The KE()_FASTENER constraint type is another instructive example. Fasteners are very
common in mechanical assemblies. The REQ_FASTENER constraint requires that as soon as
one set of parts is joined (the~astenedparts), and then a set of fastener parts must immediately be
placed. In reverse, this constraint means that as soon as a single f~ener part is removed, then all
other fasteners must be immediately removed, followed by at least one of the f~ened parts. If
any of the fasteners cannot be removed, a dead end appears in the search space (in fwt many can
appear).

The 15.lterfimction for REQFASTENER is straightforward, but its supplemental routines are -
the most complex implemented. The f~ener parts are removed from the assembly representation
and considered secondary parts that implicitly must be added when the fastened parts are mated.
Before generating operations to construct a certain subassembly, the planner determines which
fasteners could be placed into the subassembly. For each fastener that cannot be placed, the
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corresponding fbstened parts are bound together as for REQ_SUBASSY. Fasteners are placed
back in subassemblies for colMon checking and other calculations.

Note that when a constraint has supplemental routines, the planner stiUcalls the constraint’s
titer fimctio~ which should never return fldse. This double check is very usefid to ensure
correctness, because the supplemental routines are complex and interact with each other. It is
conceivable that a supplemental routine would only reduce the number of operations rejected by
the filter functio~ but we have not found such a case.

In almost all cases, adding corEtraints reduces planning time. The reduced size of the search
space usually outweighs the extra time required to compute the filter fhnctions. In fhc~
constraints can be used to guide the planner to a correct plan for assemblies that would otherwise
have inlxactably large search spaces.

B.5 Implementation

Archimedes 3.0@is implemented in C++, with Tcl/Tk used for the graphic interi%ceand
OpenGL~ for 3D graphics and animation. The constraints are implemented as a hierarchy of
C+i- derived classes. Each type of constraint simply overrides the filter fimction from abase
class, along with methods to define the type, name, etc. of the constraint. Each constraint @pe
also has its own data members, such as part sets, tooI choices and points of applicatio~ and so
OIL Some of the supplemental routines are implemented as constraint class methods; however,
most cannot be separated from the planner’s algorithms, and are woven directly into the planner
implementation.
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